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March 26, 1990 :
>

[ t

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Atter. tion Document Control Desk

Reference: a) License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271) ,

Dear Sir: [

Subject: Supplemental Information on Vermont Yankee's j
Primary Containment Leak Rate Test Report .

At the request of the NRC, this letter is provided to supplement *

information in the 1989 Primary Containment Leak Rate Test Report.
Attachment A provides the requested additional information.'

We trust that this information is acceptable to you; however, should
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very truly ys ;,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

des-~ k 'i

Warren P. urphy
Vice President an

Manager of Operations

/dm
cc USNRC Regional Administrator, Region I

USNRC Resident Inspector, VYNPS
USNRC Project Manager, VYNPS
USNRC Region I, P.K. Eapen
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ITEM 1 Provide additional justification for having a test duration of

.less than 24 hours. *

_ Response i
;

!

During the conduct of the 1989 Type A test, problems were experienced
| with the plant process computer. These problems were experienced with :

| approximately 3% hours remaining in the 24-hour test period and lasted for j
less than an hour.. Although we continued to collect data throughout the ;
24-hour test duration, data during and after the period where the computer
problem was experienced cannot be used. Since 10CTR50 Appendix J requires ;,

a 24-hour data collection period, the following technical evaluation was
performed.

{
The data collected prior to, during and after the period that the i

problems were being experienced with the computer was evaluated and the
following was noted.

t

Prior to the problem with the plant computer, the parameters used to
calculate the containment mass had held steady for the approximately 20% [
hours. (These parameters include torus and drywell weighted average tem- *

perature and dowpoint, and torus level.) Also, the calculated containment
' leak rate with 95% confidence had been under the acceptance criteria for :
approximately 14 hours.

|
LDuring the time period that the data was affected by the computer !

reference voltage, the computer indication of these parameters experienced
significant fluctuations. During the same time period, neither control
room indicated values nor remote indicated pressure readings, taken
throughout the test, displayed these fluctuations.

After the computer was put back on line, a review of the process para-
meters.showed them to be stable and similar to the earlier values measured
prior to the computer problems; however, this data cannot be used since the
new reference voltage differed slightly from the pre-failure voltnge, thus,

| the data is slightly different.
i

&

Based on this evaluation of the process parameters used to calculate
containment mass, Vermont Yankee believes that had the computer problems
not been experienced, the leakage rate at the end of 24 hours would have
been essentially the same as the leakage rate at 20% hours.|
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- ITEM 2. Clarification of the Verification Calculation i

Response- !

I
During NRC review of Vermont Yankee's Type A test report, clarification of #

'the methodology used to calculate the acceptability of the verification test was
'

requested. The NRC questioned the use of average values to calculate the accep-
tance of the verification test. NRC preferred that the calculation be performed |

[. using the final measured values. Vermont Yankee agreed to submit a supplemental
L calculation. The following calculation satisfies the expressed concerns and is ;

[ . performed in accordance with ANSI N45.4-1972,. Appendix C.

EQUATION: L'v = Lc - Lo !

Where Lc = measured composite leakage rate i

Lo = superimposed leakage rate .

L'v = comparative containment leak rate

p Lv = measured containment leakage rate ~f
at end of 24-hour test i

! :

La = design containment leak rate {
!'

[ And: L'v must be within +/- 0.25 La of Lv i

FOR VERMONT YANKEE TEST:
,

Le = 0.844 wt%/ day i
g :

Lo = 0.421 wt%/ day i

L'v = 0.423 wt%/ day *

Lv = 0.527 wt%/ day ,

La = 0.8 wt%/ day
|

0.25 La = 0.2 wt%/ day
7

'SINCE: Lv - L'v (=0.104 wt%/ day) is less than 0.2 wt%/ day y

,.

,

|

THEN: The verification test is also acceptable utilizing this
alternate calculation methodology.
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